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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A stationary front over the Deep South is forecast to disrupt the strength of onshore winds today and tomorrow. Expect 
moderate to at times fresh winds both days with winds shifting offshore tomorrow as the front receives a push south. In 
addition to the shifting winds, chances for showers and thunderstorms are also forecast to increase along the front tomorrow.
Despite the weakening onshore flow, seas between 4 to 6 feet are forecast to prevail across the western Gulf of Mexico with 
lower seas further east. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The cold front is forecast stall again across the southern Gulf of Mexico on Thursday. Expect the risk for showers and 
thunderstorms to continue into Thursday in association with the front; however, chances should decrease on Friday as the 
front weakens. Seas should remain elevated across the western Gulf of Mexico behind the cold front but subside overall on 
Friday. High pressure is also forecast to build across the eastern United States later in the week and allow for winds to veer 
E’ly at moderate levels. The high will continue to advance eastward over the weekend and allow for winds to become onshore 
and increase between fresh to strong levels. The onset of increasing onshore winds will produce seas between 5 to 8 feet 
predominately for the western Lease Areas.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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